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Abstract. Many industrial problems involving slender structures in transient dynamics require
a 3D model for a better understanding of local or non linear effects that occur along a small
period of time, whereas a simplified beam model can be sufficient for simulating the linear
phenomena occurring for a long period of time.
This paper proposes a method which enables to switch from a beam to a3D model during a
transient dynamic analysis solved with a time integration technique. Thus, this method allows
to reduce the computational cost while preserving a good accuracy.
Starting with the beam model, at switch momentts, a 3D solution is constructed as the sum of
a cross-section rigid body displacement corresponding to the classical Timoshenko kinematical
assumption and a3D correction which accounts for cross-section deformation.This correction
is obtained from the solution of a static problem and may be computed on three consecutive time
steps (the switch instant, the previous and the following steps) thus allowing to make a velocity
and acceleration corrections based on the three static computations. The dynamic simulation
is initialized atts by the displacements, velocities and accelerations being computed.
The method is validated through comparisons with a reference solution corresponding to the
3D model solution used during all the simulation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Many industrial problems in transient dynamics, such as thesimulation of turbine accidents,
require a3D model for a better understanding of non linear local effectssuch as rubbing, that
occur along a small period of time. However, a3D model for the entire rotor and the entire
stator used during the whole simulation will result in an unaffordable computational time. We
therefore, present a method that can dramatically reduce the computational time, for problems
where the3D non linearities are restricted in space and time.

For non linear phenomena that are restricted in time, one canuse a time integration scheme
switching technique. An implicit/explicit or explicit/implicit switching algorithm may reduce
the computational costs such as described in [14, 15, 13, 16]. However, since in turbine ac-
cidents simulations, the non linearities are also restricted in space, time integration scheme
switching will not lead to optimal computational cost.

Other approaches in the literature deal with reducing the computational cost of2D or 3D
models by using different mesh densities or models. Adaptive meshing techniques can take the
form of a local refinement of a3D model, such as in [10, 11, 17] or a beam to3D refinement as
done in [9] for the simulation of a bridge deformation. The beam and the local3D refinement
are connected by mathematical constraints. Domain decomposition techniques are also well
known in this field to reduce computational cost while being accurate and examples can be
found in [8], [7], [3, 12] and others. For this same purpose FETI domain decomposition methods
were developed and used in [5, 2, 1, 6, 4].

These CPU time reducing techniques are very interesting. However, since non linearities
are restricted in space and time, the optimal computationalcost can not be achieved unless no
3D model at all is present during the linear stage, which means the use of a beam model. The
turbine rotor with rubbing was modelled by a beam in [19] and [20]. However, the beam model
is not adapted to treat accurately local rotor stator interactions and a3D model is needed for a
better understanding of local non linear effects. Therefore, a numerical strategy which enables
to use a3D or beam model at different stages of the transient analysis allows to reduce the
computational cost while preserving a good accuracy is proposed here, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
In fact, the simulation starts att = t0 with a beam model for a linear simulation, and switches
at t = ts1 to a3D model when a non linear phenomenon is to take place. The simulation is to
be switched back att = ts2 to the beam model for of the rest of the simulation that ends attf , if
no more non linear phenomena are present.

Beammodel

Beammodel

Beam to 3D switch 3D to beam switch

ts1 ts2 tft0

3D model

linear simulationlinear simulation
non linear simulation

Figure 1: Beam to3D switch

This raises the problem of the switch from one model to another and this paper is about a
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beam to3D model switch, the3D to beam model switch is not addressed here.

2 MATHEMATICAL BASICS OF THE SWITCH

A beam model simulation that started att = 0 is to be switched for a3D model simulation
at t = ts. Starting with the3D model att = ts requires the collection of the beam model
solution atts and transforming this solution to have a suitable3D model initialization at the
same moment.

The fundamental dynamic equation of a beam att = ts can be written:

MbÜb +CbU̇b +KbUb = fb (1)

where,Mb , Cb, andKb are respectively the mass, damping and stiffness matrices of the beam
model.

The3D model att = ts can be described by:

M3DÜ3D +C3DU̇3D +K3DU3D = f3D (2)

where,M3D , C3D, andK3D are respectively the mass, damping and stiffness matrices of
the3D model.

Suppose that we start with the beam model, at switch moment (t = ts), we have to construct
the 3D solutionU3D from the beam solution. This is performed first by decomposing the
3D displacement into a cross-section rigid body displacementcorresponding to the classical
Timoshenko kinematical assumptionPUb, and a3D correctionU3Dc which accounts for cross-
section deformation:

U3D = U3Dc +PUb (3)

We therefore need to generatePUb and to computeU3Dc in order to construct the3D model
displacement atts.

2.1 Generating PUb

PUb is obtained through a projector matrixP which transforms the beam displacement
vector into a3D rigid body displacement. However, it is not easy to buildP because it depends
on the relationship between the beam mesh and the3D mesh, which may change from one
cross-section to another. Instead, we will generatePUb as a whole.

Let Nij a node that belongs to theith cross-section of the3D model,PU
ij
b is the displace-

ment ofNij computed for a cross-section rigid body displacement. The cross-section to which
belongsNij hasGi for its gravity center. Theith beam node has a displacementU

i
b and a rota-

tional displacementθib. With the finite element software used, such as CodeAster or Abaqus,
we write a python loop that manages to computePU

ij
b = [PU

ij
bx,PU

ij
by,PU

ij
bz] for each node

Nij as follows:
PU

ij
b = U

i
b +NiGi ∧ θib (4)

2.2 Computing U3Dc

Due to the decomposition of the 3D displacement according toEq. (3), the3D model initial-
isation will be performed through the3D correctionU3Dc. Thus, inserting Eq. (3) in Eq. (2) at

3
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(t = ts) gives:

M3D
¨(U

3Dc + P̈Ub) +C3D(U̇3Dc + ˙PUb) +K3D(U3Dc +PUb) = f3D (5)

Since we have one equation with three unknowns, then making the following assumptions:

U̇3Dc = 0

Ü3Dc = 0 (6)

will result in a displacement correctionU3Dc that corresponds to a static computation for the
3D model, att = ts, and that is the solution of the following equation:

K3DU3Dc = f3D −M3DP̈Ub −C3D
˙PUb −K3DPUb (7)

The computations ofPU̇b andPÜb can be done in the same way asPUb by substituting in
Eq. (4)Ub by U̇b or Üb.

Then one can switch to the3D model which is initialized att = ts by:

U3D = U3Dc +PUb

U̇3D = PU̇b

Ü3D = PÜb (8)

With this choice, only the displacements are different fromthe cross-section rigid-body dis-
placement assumption at the switch instant. However, the initialization of the accelerations and
velocities are a critical issue in many integration schemessuch as several integration schemes
of the Newmark integration scheme family, or the central difference scheme. Since no correc-
tion has been developed for the velocities or accelerations, it means that they will be different
with the3D reference ones. In most cases of study shown later in this paper, this difference is
around5% on velocities and accelerations, which seems to be quite small. However, this in-
duces a transient phenomenon in which high frequency oscillations occur, which are an artefact
of this initialization. These high frequency oscillationsmay lead the solution to diverge. In
order to vanish these oscillations, one can insert a numerical damping or make velocities and
accelerations correction as detailed in Section 3.

3 INITIALIZING THE 3D SOLUTION

3.1 Numerical damping (HHT integration technique)

A numerical damping in the integration scheme can filter these high frequency oscillations
without any other influence on the solution. The HHT integration scheme has been used to
filter the numerical oscillations. This numerical damping needs to be maintained on the several
time steps following the switch in order the high frequency oscillations vanish, as shown in the
following results. However, a more attractive method does exist and can reduce considerably
the high frequency oscillations that appear after switching and is detailed in Section 3.2.

3.2 A triple static switch procedure

As Eq. (8) shows, the high frequency oscillations are generated by a poor initialization of
the velocities and accelerations, since these later are generated from the beam solution and are

4
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not completely adapted to the3D model. The hypothesis taken in Eq. (6) is too strong and
generates high frequency oscillations. However, assumingthat the displacement initialization
is adapted to the3D model, then a strategy enabling a better initialization of the velocities and
accelerations based on the displacement correction can be built with the integration scheme and
thus eliminates the high frequency transient phenomenon that occurs after switching.
We therefore first check the displacement correction on a static problem to prove its efficiency
and then, according to the integration scheme being used, construct velocity and acceleration
initializations.

3.2.1 The switch for static problems

The switch for a static problem may be seen as a particular case of the dynamic one. It is
investigated here to test if the3D displacements after switching are close to a reference3D
static solution. The beam fundamental equation for a staticproblem is:

KUb = fb (9)

The3D fundamental equation is:

K3DU3D = f3D (10)

The 3D displacement can be divided as explained earlier in Eq. (3),and that will lead to
defineU3Dc as the solution of:

K3DU3Dc = f3D −K3DPUp (11)

This static correctionU3Dc summed withPUb is compared to a reference solution for the
same3D model mesh, computed by solving Eq. (10). This has been performed on several mesh
types, cross-sections shapes and boundary conditions, andthe difference between the computed
displacements and the reference solution has been found to be negligible, indicating that the
displacements are well corrected by this switch method.

3.2.2 Basics of the triple static switch procedure

Since a static switch provides an accurate correction of the3D displacements, a correction
of the velocities and accelerations can be built using threestatic switch procedures at three
consecutive time steps. The velocities and accelerations and t = ts will be computed from the
displacement values at this instant and at one step before this instant and one step after. From
these values, velocities and accelerations will be obtained through the same expressions as those
used in the time integration technique chosen for solving the problem. This procedure is based
on the knowledge of the time integration technique used to solve for the dynamic equation of
motion.

The integration technique mostly used in CodeAster is implicit, and especially the New-
mark integration scheme. In [18], we find a detailed description of the Newmark integration
technique. The velocity is computed by:

U̇n+1 = U̇n + (1− γ)∆T Ün + γ∆TUn+1 (12)

5
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whereU, U̇, andÜ are respectively the displacements, velocities and accelerations. ∆T
denotes the step time.n is the current step andn + 1 is the following one. One has alsoβ and
γ being the Newmark parameters. The displacements are computed by:

Un+1 = Un +∆T U̇n +∆T 2(
1

2
− β)Ün +∆T 2βÜn+1 (13)

The Newmark integration scheme is consistent because it canbe proved that one has:

lim
∆T→0

U̇n+1 − U̇n

∆T
= Ün (14)

and

lim
∆T→0

Un+1 −Un

∆T
= U̇n (15)

Thus we define the acceleration att = ts by:

Ü =
U̇n+1 − U̇n

∆T
=

Un+1−Un

∆T − Un−Un−1

∆T
∆T

=
Un+1 − 2Un +Un−1

∆T 2
(16)

and initialize the3D model by the following velocities and accelerations:

U̇3D =
[PUb +U3Dc]ts+1

− [PUb +U3Dc]ts−1

2∆T
(17)

Ü3D =
[PUb +U3Dc]ts+1

− 2[PUb +U3Dc]ts + [PUb +U3Dc]ts−1

∆T 2
. (18)

This method is as accurate as the time step is small, since it is demonstrated that for suffi-
ciently small time steps, it is consistent with the Newmark integration scheme in use. Never-
theless, the time step in use with the Newmark family is always finite, and thus the transient
phenomenon will still be observed on the first4 to 5 time steps that follows the switch. How-
ever, the high frequency oscillations present a very low amplitude, and vanish in the scope of the
following 4 to 5 time steps that follows the switch. We therefore can proposethis initialization
of the3D model as a proper beam to3D model switching technique.

4 APPLICATION EXAMPLES

In this section, we present a simple numerical example that illustrates the efficiency of the
beam to3D model switch for dynamic cases. In fact, the method has been validated on more
complex cases, for different type of cross-section shapes,loadings and boundary conditions.
In the case considered here, the beam model is a Timoshenko beam model, with a rectangular
cross-section, having the following dimensions: width 0.012 m, height 0.01 m and a clamped
a length of 0.1m. The beam is made with a steel material with densityρ = 7800 kg/m, Young
modulusE = 2.1 × 1011N/m2 and Poisson coefficient0.3. One side of the beam is fixed, the
other one is subjected to a concentrated dynamic load equal to f(t) = 100 × t × e−1.1t at its
surface center. Fig. 2 illustrates the3D model. The3D model is quadratically meshed with
approximately one thousands nodes. The switch instant ists = 1.5 s, at which the beam sim-
ulation is switched to the3D model, with the same boundary conditions and loading. The3D
solution after switching is compared to a reference solution, which is a3D solution obtained on
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the same3D model for a simulation that starts att = 0 and lasts three seconds.
This work is done twice. The switch from the beam model to the3D model is performed

P

P

f(t)

Figure 2: The3D model under study

first using the approach described in Section 3.1 (static correction only) and second with the
initialization built from the3D displacements computed at three different time steps (see Sec-
tion 3.2.2).
We compare the displacements, velocities and accelerations of nodeP where the load is exerted
and that belongs to the3D model as shown on Fig. 2, and the corresponding point that belongs
to the beam model.
Fig. 3 shows the displacement results. First we can see a certain difference between the beam
solution and the3D reference solution. This difference is very small, but still remarkable if we
make a zoom. Immediately after switching, the3D solution turns out to be very accurate and is
very close to the reference one. Both methods exhibit practically the same precision regarding
the displacements.
However, as shown on Fig. 4, which represents a velocity comparison, or Fig. 5 which rep-

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
0

5e-05

0.0001

0.00015

0.0002

Beammodel

3Dswitchmodel

3D referencemodel

zoomone

zoom two

zoom three

t(s)

U(P ) [m]

(a) Numerical damping

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
0

5e-05

0.0001

0.00015

0.0002

Beammodel

3Dswitchmodel

3D referencemodel

zoomone

zoom two

zoom three

t(s)

U(P ) [m]

(b) Three static switch method

Figure 3: Beam to3D model switch: displacement analysis

resents an acceleration comparison, immediately after switching, high frequency oscillations
with large amplitude occur in the case where there is only thestatic correction. For a HHT
integration scheme withα = 0.25, in our case35 time steps (0.02625 s) were sufficient for the
3D solution to converge to the reference one.
If a tripe static switch procedure is performed, the velocities do not present any oscillations;
however, very small oscillations occur on the accelerations and vanish shortly after switching.
The results show that both methods work, but the triple static switch procedure appears to be
more accurate.
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(a) Numerical damping
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Figure 4: Beam to3D model switch: velocity analysis
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Figure 5: Beam to3D model switch: acceleration analysis

5 CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a numerical method that enables to switch from a beam to a3D model
when a3D description is required only on a small part of space and timedomains. This tech-
nique enables to save computational time, with a good accuracy. The authors are currently
developing this method in the case of rotating machine for application to the slowing down of
unbalanced turbine rotors with local interactions and frictions.
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